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Abstract - A new transmission rate control for wireless 
multimedia streaming is introduced using RTCP feedback 
about the status of the streaming client buffer. Here, extended 
RCTP feedback is used as described within the 3GPP PSS 
streaming standard. Compared with algorithms from the 
literature buffer overflows are always avoided and higher 
buffer utilization is achieved. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
While multimedia streaming is likely to become one of the 
most important services for mobile terminals in the near 
future, obtaining satisfactory quality from an end user 
perspective is a challenge because of the varying conditions 
typical of wireless links and the limited capabilities of the 
mobile terminal. 
Fig. 1 shows the wireless streaming scenario investigated in 
this paper: the content-providing server sends packetized 
multimedia data to the client through an IP network, using 
RTP/UDP as transport protocol. The IP network is composed 
by the following networks: a public network (e.g. the 
Internet), present only in the case that the server is not 
physically located within the mobile operator’s network; the 
core network of the mobile operator together with buffers in 
the mobile network; the wireless link, which acts in most cases 
as a bottleneck. After being transmitted through this wireless 

link, packets are received in the client buffer, from where they 
are fetched by the multimedia application as playout 
progresses.  
In this study we focus on three major problems that need to be 
solved in order to achieve satisfactory service quality for 
wireless streaming. The first one is client buffer underflow: if 
suddenly no more packets are available in the client buffer, the 
application is forced to interrupt playout in order to wait for 
more data. The second problem is client buffer overflow. On 
mobile terminals, client buffer size is often very limited; 
therefore a transmission rate much higher than the playout rate 
can quickly fill this buffer, with the result that packets in 
excess are dropped. 
The third problem involves buffers within the mobile operator 
network (e.g. SGSN/RNC buffers). It is to remember that, 
unlike buffers commonly found in Internet routers, mobile 
network buffers reserve a separate storage capacity for each 
user connection; therefore congestion due to traffic by other 
users is not a concern at this point. Nevertheless, since the 
wireless link acts typically as a bottleneck, packets tend to 
gather into this buffer; given its limited size, an overflow is 
likely to occur, especially in case of complete outage on the 
wireless link due e.g. to handover. All these problems could be 
dealt with by a properly designed transmission control at the 
server, which should adapt transmission rate both to playout 
status and channel conditions in order to provide efficient 
client buffer management – underflow and overflow 
prevention – and network buffer congestion control. 
In the literature, the most widely known technique for 
transmission rate control consists of choosing a piece-wise 
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constant rate transmission plan based on a priori knowledge of 
the media content rate. Several implementations of this 
technique have been proposed with the main purpose to adapt 
constant rate transmission to Variable Bit Rate (VBR) media 
[1]. However, being designed mainly for all-wired networks 
where bandwidth is not a concern, they are not really effective 
for wireless scenarios. Furthermore, these algorithms are 
based on a priori modeling of playout by the server, which is 
subject to non negligible errors due to clock drift, adaptive 
playout and possible rebuffering events. A more robust 
strategy would make use of feedback information by the client 
to adapt transmission rate to buffer occupancy and varying 
available bandwidth in the channel [2]. Traditional 
proportional/derivative feedback control has been proposed 
for client buffer management [3], with good results. However, 
two major problems have not been addressed within literature 
yet. The first is that the possibility of SGSN/RNC buffer 
overflow has never been taken into account so far. The second 
problem is how to get the information needed for feedback 
control within an RTP session; all works implying feedback 
control have just assumed to have the needed information, 
without investigating any means to obtain it. The 3GPP-SA4 
working group standardizing the PSS (Packet switched 
Streaming Service) standard has recently proposed the 
introduction of a new extension for RTP Control Protocol 
(RTCP) [5]. This extension, together with conventional RTCP 
reports, can provide the information needed for feedback 
based transmission rate control. The aim of this study is to 
present a RTCP Feedback based Transmission Rate Control 
algorithm (RF-TRC), which uses RTCP feedback information 
– including the extension by 3GPP-SA4 – to adapt 
transmission rate at the server, in order to deal with all the 
above mentioned problems related to wireless streaming. We 
will show how the proposed RF-TRC algorithm can achieve 
better performance compared to existing algorithms as far as 
client buffer management is concerned, while also addressing 
at the same time the problems related to the SGSN/RNC 
buffer (from now on simply called network buffer). 
Furthermore, we would like to point out that our algorithm is 
likely to fit straightforward into real implementations, since it 
is designed to work in a 3G PSS standard environment. 
 

II. RTCP FEEDBACK 
In this section we describe how the feedback information 
necessary for transmission rate control can be retrieved. The 
Real-time Transport Control Protocol, as specified in [1], 
provides part of the needed information within its Receiver 
Report (RR) e.g. with the field Highest Received Sequence 
Number (HRSN). Furthermore, as stated in section I, we make 
use of the fields Oldest Buffered Sequence Number (OBSN) 
and Playout Delay (PD) contained in the RTCP OBSN 

extension as proposed by 3GPP-SA4[5]. This extension 
provides useful information on the status of playout; the 
OBSN field is the sequence number of the next packet to be 
played out at the time the RR was issued, and the PD field is a 
measurement of the time left before the OBSN packet is 
actually played out. 
We suppose that the server keeps an internal database for 
transmitted data, indexed by RTP sequence numbers. As each 
packet is sent, its RTP timestamp is stored, together with the 
current amount of total transmitted RTP data from the 
beginning of the session. Moreover, we assume that the server 
keeps track of the Highest Transmitted Sequence Number 
(HTSN); that is the sequence number of the last transmitted 
packet. With this information, it is possible for the server to 
calculate the amount of data currently in transmission through 
the network. Let iS be the size in bytes of packet with 

sequence number i. We define jA  as the cumulative size of all 
transmitted packets up to sequence number j 
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where ISN is the initial sequence number, i.e. the sequence 
number of the first packet which is sent at the beginning of the 
RTP session. The network buffer fill level levN  is then 
calculated as 

HRSNHTSNlev AAN −= .   (2) 
In this way, levN  is estimated to be equal to the cumulative 
size of all packets which have not been received according to 
last RR, but which have been actually transmitted. Since 
packets that are arriving at the client after the last RR are not 
taken into account, eq. 2 describes an upper estimate of the 
network buffer fill level, therefore being more effective in 
preventing a network buffer overflow. In order to have some 
estimation of client buffer fill level, the server needs to know 
how the client application is fetching data from the buffer. 
While it is possible to achieve this by a priori modeling of 
client playout at the server, this practice is subject to errors, as 
stated in section I. Therefore, our solution is to use a priori 
modeling together with feedback error correction; the 
necessary feedback information is provided within the RTCP 
extension described earlier in this section.  Let iT  be the 
timestamp (in seconds) of packet with sequence number i, and 
let 0=ISNT  for the sake of simplicity, without loss of 

generality. We then define the playout offset offt  as 

OBSNRRoff TPDtt −+= ,  (3) 



with RRt  as the time at which the last RR is received by the 
server. Knowledge of playout offset allows the calculation of 
the expected playout time iT  for a generic sequence number i, 
according to 

offii tTT += .    (4) 

When modeling client playout, the advantage of using the 
expected playout time iT , instead of using timestamp iT  in 
conjuction with a priori knowledge of pre-buffering time, is 
that the effect of events such as rebuffering, clock drift or 
adaptive playout are automatically taken into account as a new 
value of offt  is calculated. Then, for each time RRtt >  the 
server can estimate the last played sequence number (LPSN) 

{ }tTiLPSN i <= |max .  (5) 
Having knowledge of LPSN, it is possible to estimate the 
client buffer fill level levC  similar to the network buffer fill 
level as 

LPSNHRSNlev AAC −= .   (6) 
This formula gives a good estimation for client buffer 
occupancy at time RRt , but tends to underestimate the actual 

value for RRtt >  before next RR is received, since newly 
arriving packets are not included. In order to be more effective 
in preventing overflow, it is preferable to make a worst-case 
estimation of client buffer level, which takes in account the 
possibility that all packets currently buffered in the network 
are suddenly transferred to the client buffer. Therefore, instead 
of eq. 6, the following formula will be used 

LPSNHTSNlev AAC −= ,   (7) 
where HRSN is substituted with HTSN.  

III. RTCP FEEDBACK BASED TRANSMISSION RATE 
CONTROL ALGORITHM 

We assume that the server fixes a maximum fill level for 
network and client buffer, maxC  and maxN , respectively. A 

good choice is to set maxC  to a value slightly lesser than the 
actual client buffer size (which can be signalled to the server 
via RTSP during session initialization [5]), and to choose a 
safe-operating maximum level for maxN , based either on 
knowledge of actual parameters inside the operator’s network 
or on some worst-case estimation.  
The core of our RF-TRC algorithm is straightforward. Before 
sending packet with sequence number 1+= HTSNi , the 
server evaluates the conditions 

maxCSC ilev ≤+ ,    (8) 

maxNSN ilev ≤+ .   (9) 
Eq. 8 is satisfied if the estimated client buffer occupancy plus 
the size of the next packet to be transmitted is not exceeding 
client buffer size; eq. 9 is exactly the same for the network 
buffer. Packet i is sent if and only if eq. 8 and eq. 9 are 
satisfied simultaneously. Otherwise, packet transmission is 
delayed until conditions are met. It follows that the server is 
sending data with the highest possible rate that is not causing 
overflows neither at the client nor at the last hop buffer. Some 
more assumptions are necessary at the beginning of the 
session, when no RR has been received yet. In this case, we 
can assume 0=HRSN  and 0=LPSN , which implies 
that levlev NC = ; the server therefore sends an amount of 

data equal to { }maxmax ,min NC , and then stops until the first 
RR is received.  

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
In order to evaluate the performance of our RF-TRC 
algorithm, simulations were carried out. The simulated 
network topology is represented in Fig. 2, and is meant to 
represent an RTP streaming scenario where the client is on a 
mobile terminal and the wireless link acts as a bottleneck.  

 
Fig. 2 Simulated network topology. 

 
We assumed that bandwidth was not a concern in the wired 
network; as a consequence, this topology is equally 
representative of scenarios where the server is either located 
directly on the operator’s network or connected to it by a non-
congestioned public network. For the wireless link, we chose a 
64 kbps bandwidth with a five second complete link outage 
between seconds 18 and 23. For the media content, we used a 
H.263 VBR video sequence consisting of 359 packets with an 
average bit rate of 57 kbps; for the playout, we specified a 5 
second pre-buffering time. A 50 KB client buffer and a 20 KB 
network buffer were also assumed. Apart from losses due to 
overflow in these two buffers, no other losses were assumed 
during transmission, not even in the wireless link where we 
assumed the existence of a link-level ARQ mechanism 
providing reliable transmission. RTCP Sender and Receiver 
Reports were implemented as specified in [1] and [6], with a 
RR interval of 1s. NACK reports were issued according to [6], 
and retransmissions, when estimated RTT showed arrival at 
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the receiver before presentation time to be likely, were carried 
out according to [7]. The OBSN extension was implemented 
according to [5]. Together with the proposed RF-TRC 
algorithm, we tested an adaptation of the Proportional 
Derivative Feedback Control (PDFC) scheme to client buffer 
management problem, similar to what proposed in [5]. We 
made use of the same RTCP feedback information as 
described in section 2, in order to have fair comparison with 
our RF-TRC algorithm. The equation we used for PDFC was 
the following: 

 [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ]( )
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where n indicates the instant at which each RR is received, R  
is the transmission rate, tC  is the target level for client buffer 

occupancy, 1, −∆ nnt  is the time interval between current and 

last RR, and 1K  and 2K are the feedback gains of the 
proportional and the derivative term respectively. We tested 
different gains and target levels for the client buffer, and the 
values 21 =K , 42 =K , and tC  = 40 KB were chosen 
providing the maximum client buffer fill level without 
resulting in client buffer overflow. For the RF-TRC algorithm, 
we chose maxC  and maxN  to be 95% of client and network 
buffer size respectively. On Fig. 3 and 4 channel bandwidth, 
transmission rate and media content average rate are plotted 
for both algorithms. For PDFC the actual control rate is 
plotted, while for the RF-TRC algorithm the measured 
transmission bandwidth (averaged on an interval of 0.75 s) is 
displayed. It is worth noting that PDFC is increasing the 
transmission rate during the link outage, in a attempt to cope 
with the decreasing client buffer level by increasing 
transmission rate at the server. RF-TRC, on the other hand, is 
completely stopping transmission approx. 3 s after the link 
outage has begun. The consequences of these different 
behaviors can be seen on the plots for network buffer fill level 
shown in Fig. 5 and 6: PDFC incurs in network buffer 
overflow, while RF-TRC is able to avoid it thanks to the 
interruption in transmission. On Fig. 7 and 8 the client buffer 
fill level provided by both algorithms can be evaluated. Since 
the 50 KB client buffer can store approximately 7.2 seconds of 
57 kbps media, it is theoretically possible to survive the 5 
second link outage, provided that the buffer is kept full 
enough. PDFC provides a margin against link outage by 
successfully achieving and maintaining an average fill level of 
80% of buffer level, as specified by the target, but in the 
proposed scenario this is not enough to avoid buffer underflow 
during the 5s link outage. RF-TRC provides a better utilization 
of the client buffer, and is successful in avoiding client buffer 
underflow. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Transmission rate for PDFC. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Transmission rate for RF-TRC. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Network buffer fill level for PDFC. 
 

Tab. 1 presents the consequences of  client and network buffer 
overflow. PDFC suffers packet losses. Since RTP 
retransmissions are difficult to be carried out due to delivery 
constraints and limited available bandwidth, these losses 
results in some packets missing playout. As shown, RF-TRC 
allows seamless playout in the presented scenario by avoiding 
client and network buffer overflow and related packet losses. 



 
Fig. 6 Network buffer fill level for RF-TRC. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Client buffer fill level for PDFC. 

 
Fig. 8 Client buffer fill level for RF-TRC. 

 
 

 PDFC RF-TRC 
Packets lost due to buffer overflows 50 0 
Packets missing playout 29 0 

 
 Tab. 1 Packet statistics for PDFC and RF-TRC.  
   Overall, 359 packets were sent by the server. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we presented a RTCP Feedback based 
Transmission Rate Control (RF-TRC) algorithm for 3G 
wireless streaming. Transmission rate control is performed by 
monitoring both client and network buffer using RTCP reports 
with client buffer feedback recently introduced within the 
3GPP-SA4 streaming standard PSS. Simulation results 
showed that the RF-TRC algorithm avoids both client and 
network buffer overflow while keeping client buffer 
occupancy at maximum possible level. 
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